### 2019-20 CONFERENCES & EVENTS

**ilp.mit.edu/conference**

#### SEPTEMBER

**Sept. 6:** Shanghai Symposium  
**Shanghai, China**
**Sept. 10:** Startup Exchange Workshop: IoT  
**MIT Industry Meeting Center**
**Sept. 25:** Innovation Journeys Conference with Imperial College London and BT  
**London, UK**
**Sept. 30:** SENSE.nano Conference  
**MIT Samberg Conference Center**

#### OCTOBER

**Oct. 10:** Startup Showcase in Silicon Valley with LG  
**Silicon Valley, CA**
**Oct. 14:** Startup Roadshow in Seoul  
**Seoul, Korea**
**Oct. 16:** Startup Roadshow in Tokyo  
**Tokyo, Japan**
**Oct. 31:** MIT Citi Conference  
**NYC, NY**

#### NOVEMBER

**Nov. 7:** Madrid Symposium with Fundación Ramón Areces  
**Madrid, Spain**
**Nov. 8:** Paris Symposium with Bouygues  
**Paris, France**
**Nov. 13-14:** Research and Development Conference  
**MIT Kresge Auditorium**

#### DECEMBER

**Dec. 3:** Startup Exchange Workshop: Sustainable Materials/Synthetic Biology  
**MIT Industry Meeting Center**
**Dec. 10:** Life Sciences and Healthcare Conference  
**Boston Marriott Cambridge**

#### JANUARY

**Jan. 23:** Startup Exchange Showcase Tokyo  
**Tokyo, Japan**
**Jan. 24:** Japan Conference  
**Tokyo, Japan**

#### MARCH

**Mar. 5:** Startup Showcase in CA with Qualcomm  
**San Diego, CA**
**Mar. 18-19:** Innovations in Management Conference  
**MIT Media Lab E14**

#### APRIL

**Apr. 8-9:** Autonomy Conference  
**MIT Samberg Conference Center**
**Apr. 22:** Startup Exchange Workshop: Energy with MIT Energy Initiative  
**MIT Industry Meeting Center**

#### MAY

**May 12:** Startup Ecosystem Conference  
**Boston Marriott Cambridge**

#### JUNE

**Jun. 2:** Startup Exchange Workshop: Operational Efficiency/Supply Chain  
**MIT Industry Meeting Center**

---

*All ILP Conferences and Startup Exchange Workshops are complimentary for ILP members.

*Please note that this schedule is **as of July 30, 2019** and may be subject to further changes.*